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TOWER SAO PIR-63B

Physical disability

Sensory disability

Mental disorders

+ 1 years 38 users

2 px.

150 cm.

4 h.

49,10 m2

418 kg.

242 x 520 x 410 cm.EN 1176

HIC
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TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

IMAGINE

CREEPING

Aluminium EN-AW 6063, anodized  
 
HDPE (High-density polyethylene) 13 and 19 mm

Phenolic nonslip plywood

Polyethylene 90cm + Stainless steel 58cm

Stainless steel

Armed rope with steel core and multiple PP strings

Structure
 
Panels

Platforms

Sliding sole

Bars

Ropes

SLIDING

CLIMBING CLIMBING HANGING CROSSING
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TOWER SAOPIR-63B

Multi-activity pirate tower with platforms at different level from 
0,40m to 1,50m height. Access to the tower with a transference 
platform where children with wheelchairs may transfer from 
their wheelchair to the play structure. Further accesses via a 
perforated climbing panel and a climbing ladder. Descent over 
the same access elements or by two slides. One slide of height 
90cm, the other one an inclusive wide slide of height 58cm. The 
extra width of this slide allows children with reduced mobility to 
slide down together with somebody else.
The wide platform in the lower part of the tower invites to get 
together or to retreat. This meeting place, the tube phones and 
the scenery inspire imagination, communication and role play. 
The upper part of the tower serves as lookout. Children can 
manipulate the steering wheel, wind rose, gears, rattle, bell and 
telescope. Other details like cannon, pirate flag, monkey and 
parrot complete the play equipment.
Play structure made of high quality materials, great resistance, 
long durability and low maintenance. Screws made of galvanised 
/ stainless steel and hidden by nylon coverings. Installation of the 
posts with ground sleeves of hot-dip galvanised steel.
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60 cm.     18 m2 

90 cm.     12,70 m2 

100 cm.     7,80 m2  

150 cm.   10,60 m2 
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